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1. Introduction 
It is a well-known fact that the Japanese is a relatively free word order language. Since 

grammatical relations are expressed by case markers and major constituents, except for verbs, 

words can be freely ordered. Thus, both SOV and OSV can convey the same propositional 

meaning as shown in (1). 

(1) a.SOV 

Taro-ga Jiro-o oikaketa 

Taro-NOM Jiro-ACC chased 

'Taro chased Jiro.' 

b.OSV 

Jiro-o Taro-ga oikaketa 

Jiro-ACC Taro-NOM chased 

Theoretically, the direct object in OSV is considered to be moved from the VP-intemal 

position to the initial position of the sentence (Miyagawa 2001,2003, 2010; Saito 1985, 2009; 

Saito and Hoji 1983). This process is called 'scrambling'. In terms of frequency, Kuno 

(1973:4) estimated that the ratio of SOV to OSV orders appearing in newspaper articles is 

17:1. This poses the question: why is the frequency of OSV lower than that of SOV? I will 

seek to answer this question on the basis of Preferred Argument Structure proposed by Du 

Bois (1987, 2003). 

The paper is organized as it follows: Sections 2 provides an overview to previous studies 

on word order and information structure. Section 3 reanalyzes the results of Imamura and 

Koizumi (2011). In section 4, I am going to explain the distributions of marked and marked 

transitive sentences on the basis of Preferred Argument Structure. Section 5 will conclude and 

discuss the prospects for future studies in this area. 

2. Previous Studies 
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It has long been claimed that in formation of sentences given information tend to appear 

before new information. This tendency is called 'given-new ordering'. The reason for this 

generalization is that it is easy to process sentences that begins with information that is 

already present in hearer's mind. Numerous studies have observed that given-new ordering 

has a great influence on the choice of word orders in many languages, as shown in Bimer, 

Kaplan, and Ward (2007) for English, Bimer and Mabootian (1996) for Farsi, Kaiser and 

Trueswell (2004) for Finnish, Kuno (1978) for Japanese, and Rambow (1993) for German. In 

particular, Kuno (1978: 54) observed that native-Japanese speakers tend to select OSV when 

the scrambled object is older than the subject. This observation has been supported by various 

studies. Imamura (2014) has demonstrated using a corpus analysis that scrambled objects are 

apt for providing information. Imamura, Sa to, Koizumi (20 14) has revealed using a sentence 

comprehension experiment that scrambled sentences were processed faster in the cases where 

they follow given-new ordering than the cases where they violate given-new ordering. 

Therefore, the finding shows that word orders are strongly influenced by information 

structure. 

In terms of frequency, largely based on the study conducted by National Language 

Research Institute, Kuno (1973:4) reported that the ratio of frequencies of occurrences 

between the SOV and OSV is 17:1 Moreover, Miyajima (1964) collected 1365 clauses from 

magazines and observed that the ratios SOV and OSV word orders is approximately 22.5: 1. In 

other words, 1307 examples were SOV and 58 examples were OSV. If the choice between 

SOV and OSV is not random, there must be legitimate reasons for this statistical bias. Why do 

the native-Japanese speakers prefer SOV to OSV? In my opinion, this fact can be explained 

by the interaction between grammar and discourse, especially by DuBois's Preferred 

Argument Structure. 

What is Preferred Argument Structure? DuBois (1987, 2003) proposes that there are 

preferable relationships between argument structure and discourse. He hypothesizes that 

certain configurations of arguments are preferred over other grammatically possible 

alternations. Under these constraints, the speaker/writer should avoid more than one new core 

argument and new agent. Applying these constraints to the transitive construction, transitive 

subject position is undesirable for new information, but there is no such a constraint for object 

and intransitive subject positions. In sum, transitive subject is considered to be a position to 

express given information. 

In order to examine the interaction between the syntactic structure and information 

structure in Japanese, I am going to reanalyze the results oflmamura and Koizumi (2011), 

which assembled SOV and OSV sentences from novels. Since Imamura and Koizumi (20 11) 
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take topic marker WA into consideration, I am going to investigate the interaction between 

word orders (SOY vs. OSV) and particles (topic marker WA vs. case markers GA and 0) 

3. Reanalysis of Imamura and Koizumi (20 11) 
In this section, I am going to reanalyze the results of Imamura and Koizumi (20 11) in terms of 

frequency. 

3 .1. Data and Materials 
SNoMOAccV, SmrOAccV, OAccSNoMV, and OTorSNoMV sentences were collected from 

Aozora Bunko, which is a database of Japanese novels. They were all simple transitive 

sentences as shown in (2). What I should note here is that they belong to main clauses. 

(2) Sentence Types 

a. SNoMOAccV 

Taro-ga Hanako-o 
Taro-NOM Hanako-ACC 
'Taro found Hanako.' 

b. SmrOAccV 
Taro-wa 
Taro-TOP 

Hanako-o 
Hanako-ACC 

mitsuke-ta. 
find-PAST 

mitsuke-ta. 
find-PAST 

'As for Taro, he found Hanako.' 

c. OAccSNoMV 
Hanako-o 
Hanako-ACC 

Taro-ga 
Taro-NOM 

'Taro found Hanako.' 

d. OmrSNoM V 
Hanako-wa 
Hanako-TOP 

Taro-ga 
Taro-NOM 

mitsuke-ta. 
find-PAST 

mitsuke-ta. 
find-PAST 

'As for Hanako, Taro found her.' 

3.2. Procedure 
First, examples were accumulated using regular expressions from Aozora Bunko. With the 

second, noda-construction samples, an embedded clause, or a double object construction were 

eliminated from the analysis. Third, the frequencies of each condition were measured. 

3.3. Data Analysis 
A series of Chi-square tests were conducted for each conditions. 

3.4. Results 
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The summary of observed frequencies for each conditions are shown in the Table 1. Series of 

Chi-square tests were carried out to see if there are significant differences among them. First, 

it has been revealed that there were a significant difference in the overall data (X 
2(3)=5550.447, p<.001). Second, the frequency of SOV was significantly higher than that of 

OSV (X 2(1)=2733.224,p<.001). Third, there were significant differences between the 

frequencies ofSmPOAccV and SNoMOAccV (X 2(1)=1448.177,p<.001), SNoMOAccVand 

OmPSNoMV (X 2(1)=311.143,p<.001), and OToPSNoMV and OAccSNoMV (X 2(1)=6.86, 

p<.001).The result shows, SToPOAccV occurred more frequently than SNoMOAccV, which in 

tum rose more frequently than OmPSNoM V, whose frequency was higher than that of 

OAccSNoMV. 

Table 1. Summary of Observed Frequencies for Sentence Types 

Sentence Types Number 

SNoMOAccV 450 

SToPOAccV 2526 

OAccSNoMV 30 

OToPSNoMV 54 

Total 3060 

4. Discussion 
The results of the analysis shows that SOV occurred more frequently than OSV. This supports 

the thesis ofKuno (1973) and Miyajima (1964) in that the frequency ofOSV is much lower 

than that ofSOV. This fact can be explained by Preferred Argument Structure. Note that 

subjects in OSV are apt to be newer than their objects (Kuno 1978). Therefore, OSV 

sentences in Japanese tends to violate the notion of Preferred Argument Structure, in that the 

topical referent is realized as object, not as subject, and thus it is a marked option. This may 

be the reason why the frequency of OSV is low. 

Next, it has been revealed that SToPOAccV (2526 examples) occurred more frequently than 

SNoMOAccV (450 examples) but that there were no significant differences between the 

frequency ofOAccSNoMV (30 examples) and OToPSNoMV (54 examples) in Japanese novels. 

The ratio of SNoMO Ace V to SToPO Ace V was 1 :5 .6, whereas that of 0 AceS NoM V to OToPSNoM V 

was 1: 1.8. This fact also coincides with the notion of information structure and argument 

structure. First, Preferred Argument Structure by DuBois (1987, 2003) anticipates that 

transitive subjects are given information. In addition, Lambrecht (1996: 131) points out that 

there is a correlation between subjectivity and topicality. Moreover, Mak, Wonk, and 
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Schriefes (2008) claim that topical referents tend to be recognized as subject. Taking their 

observation into account, WA-marked subject is more preferable to GA-marked subject 

because subject is a desirable and natural position for topical referents. Therefore, GA-marked 

subject is more marked than WA-marked subject. This may be the reason why the frequency 

ofSToPOAccV is much higher than SNoMOAccV. Second, the frequency ofOAccSNoMV is not 

so different from that of OTOPSNoM V. Recall that the object position is not strongly 

constrained by the information structure (DuBois 1987, 2003). Thus, it does not matter 

whether the object is WA-marked or 0-marked. This possibly explains the fact that there were 

no drastic differences between the frequency ofOAccSNoMV and OTOPSNoMV. 

However we must note that intransitivity has not been taken into account in the analysis. In 

contrast to Preferred Argument Structure, it is conceivable for both intransitive and transitive 

subjects as a whole tend to provide given information. For this reason, it is not clear whether 

only transitive subjects are constrained by givenness or both transitive and intransitive 

subjects are strongly influenced by givenness. The former prediction relies on DuBois (1987, 

2003) and the latter prediction counts on Lambrecht ( 1996) and Mak, Wonk, and Schriefes 

(2008). Therefore, further studies are needed in elucidating the issue. 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, I have investigated the relationship between grammar and discourse in terms of 

frequency. Consequently, it has been demonstrated that the frequency ofSTOPOAccV was 

much higher than that of SNoMO Ace V, but the difference in frequency between 0 AccSNoM V 

and OToPSNoMV was not so significant in Japanese novels. This fact can be explained by 

Preferred Argument Structure (DuBois 1987, 2003). In SOV, the transitive subject positon is 

desirable for topical referents. Thus, they tend to be realized as WA-marked referents. This is 

why SToPOAccV occurred much more frequently than SNoMOAccV. STOPOAccV is unmarked 

because it follows Preferred Argument Structure. In OSV, on the other hand, topical referents 

are realized as objects and transitive subjects are non-topical referents. This tendency violates 

the concept of Preferred Argument Structure. This is why the frequency ofOSV is much 

lower than that of SOV. In that meaning, OSV is more marked than SOV. Furthermore, 

comparted to the difference between STOPOAccV and SNoMOAccV, there were fewer 

differences between OTOPSNoM V and 0 AceS NoM V in frequency. The reason behind this result 

is that the object position is not constrained by Preferred Argument Structure and thus it is not 

strongly affected by givenness. 
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東北大学言語学論集第24号 (2016年)

有標性と項構造

今村怜

和文要旨

rsは0をVJとrsが0をVJでは頻度において大きな事離があったのに対し、 roはSがVJ

とroをSがVJの聞には大きな差が観察されなかった。これは、他動詞の主語位置がトピッ

クにとって望ましい位置と考える、 PreferredArgument Structureによって説明ができる。また、

OSV語順の全体としての頻度が低かったのは、トピック要素が目的語位置で実現されてい

るという点で有標性を帯びているからであると考えられる。
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